
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
security product manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for security product manager

Working directly between the Build and Delivery teams to develop global
managed services, with a focus on integration and automation
Work side by side with Cybersecurity Portfolio Director on strategic vision of
the Cyber Portfolio
Establish and maintain a next-gen product development team with a focus on
automation, integration, and next-gen delivery services that enable the
cybersecurity delivery team to provide effective and efficient services to our
customers
End-to-end ownership of all Security Services and Solutions developed for
commercial adoption including WAF & Application Layer DDoS
Competitive Intelligence - Enhance and development VDMS’s knowledge of
the security solutions industry inclusive but not limited to WAF, sources of
competition, and how VDMS is/could be differentiated
Provide guidance and training around operational logistics with regard to
running a WAF and Application Layer DDoS service and the security services
discipline
Product Evangelism - Socialize WAF and Application Layer DDoS and security
across the org
SME Development - Figure out how we’re going to develop internal SME’s by
looking at potential relationships with third party managed service providers,
industry experts, and designing a strategy for how to get there
Setting forth strategies for flexibly monetizing a WAF service and other
relevant security services
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Qualifications for security product manager

Minimum five (5) years of technical product management in increasing
responsible roles required
Strong technical background - BS in Math, CS, Statistics, Engineering, or
equivalent
An internal drive and passion to protect and do the right thing by our users
Ability to multi-task across multiple marketplaces and products and work
under pressure
Driven and focused self-starter, great communicator and ability to influence
without authority - you tackle your work and love the responsibility of being
individually empowered
User-centricity - examples from your past of product challenges that you
overcame because you were unwilling to make your problems your users’
problems


